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Cloud infrastructure is experiencing a shift towards disaggregated setups, especially with the introduction of the Compute Express Link (CXL) technology, where byte-addressable persistent memory (PM) is becoming prominent. To fully utilize the potential of such devices, it is a necessity to access them through network stacks with equivalently high levels of performance (e.g., kernel-bypass, RDMA). While, these advancements are enabling the development of high-performance data management systems, their deployment on untrusted cloud environments also increases the security threats.

To this end, we present Anchor, a library for building secure PM systems. Anchor provides strong hardware-assisted security properties, while ensuring crash consistency. Anchor exposes APIs for secure data management within the realms of the established PM programming model, targeting byte-addressable storage devices. Anchor leverages trusted execution environments (TEE) and extends their security properties on PM. While TEE’s protected memory region provides a strong foundation for building secure systems, the key challenge is that: TEEs are fundamentally incompatible with PM and kernel-bypass networking approaches—in particular, TEEs are neither designed to protect untrusted non-volatile PM, nor the protected region can be accessed via an untrusted DMA connection.

To overcome this challenge, we design a PM engine that ensures strong security properties for the PM data, using confidential and authenticated PM data structures, while preserving crash consistency through a secure logging protocol. We further extend the PM engine to provide remote PM data operations via a secure network stack and a formally verified remote attestation protocol to form an end-to-end system. Our evaluation shows that Anchor incurs reasonable overheads, while providing strong security properties.

CCS Concepts:

- Security and privacy $\rightarrow$ Systems security; Tamper-proof and tamper-resistant designs
- Information systems $\rightarrow$ Data management systems; Information storage systems
- Hardware $\rightarrow$ Memory and dense storage
- Networks $\rightarrow$ Network security

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Persistent memory; Dependable systems; Trusted execution environments; Secure data management systems; Secure kernel-bypass networking
1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud storage and networking infrastructure is going through a dramatic shift to favor the design of modern disaggregated data management systems [44, 52, 77, 81, 139], especially with the recent introduction of the Compute Express Link (CXL) technology [36]. On the storage front, byte-addressable Persistent Memory (PM) aims to bridge the gap between volatile main memory and SSDs [57, 90, 105], providing opportunities for high-volume pools of low-latency non-volatile memory. Similarly, on the networking front, kernel-bypass I/O based on RDMA [49, 80] or DPDK [5] offers superior throughput and low latency [29, 73, 78], and is necessary to efficiently use byte-addressable storage in disaggregated system setups. To leverage these hardware advancements, the research community is actively working on combining PM with kernel-bypass networking to build high-performance storage systems [30, 99, 121, 124].

While the current research is primarily focusing on performance and crash consistency aspects, it is also imperative to address the security threats of these systems when hosted in untrusted cloud environments. In the virtualized cloud infrastructure, where the underlying storage, network and computing stacks are owned and operated by an untrusted third-party provider, an adversary, such as a malicious system administrator or co-located tenants, can potentially compromise the security properties of both persistent data and storage operations [117, 118]. Prior work has shown that software bugs, configuration errors and security vulnerabilities pose a real threat for storage systems [39, 45, 47, 88, 118].

In the context of PM-based systems, attackers can tamper the persistent state and data operations violating the confidentiality and integrity properties. They can arbitrarily rollback the PM data into a stale but valid state violating the freshness property. Further, PM crash consistency mechanisms constitute an added vulnerability vector, where the logs are also susceptible to these security violations. Moreover, they can manipulate the untrusted network; thus, being able to remotely compromise data management operations.

To target these threats, our work focuses on: How can we design a secure PM system for untrusted cloud environments while preserving performance and crash consistency within the realms of the established programming model for byte-addressable storage?

A plausible direction would be to use Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) to base a secure PM library. Indeed, it seems promising because TEEs provide a secure memory area where the enclosed code and data are protected by the CPU against all system layers including the OS/hypervisor [106]. Based on this promise, TEEs are now available in all major commodity CPUs [1, 7, 19, 21, 66, 91], and are offered by major cloud providers [35, 48, 54, 107].

Unfortunately, in our context, TEEs are fundamentally incompatible with both PM and RDMA, as the direct mapping of PM files and RDMA buffers to protected memory is not allowed. In particular, TEEs are primarily designed to protect stateless (volatile) memory regions and their security properties are not extended on the untrusted PM device, where data remains durable across system reboots/shutdowns. Moreover, TEEs prohibit the access to the protected memory region via an untrusted DMA connection. Consequently, TEEs cannot be used out-of-the-box for designing an end-to-end secure PM system.

More specifically, we address the following challenges.

Firstly, the security properties of TEEs do not extend to the untrusted PM storage as TEEs are not designed to protect data at rest. To extend the trust of the TEE to the untrusted PM and preserve
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the security properties across system reboots/crashes, we design secure data structures that ensure confidentiality, integrity and freshness of the data residing in PM and their associated operations.

Secondly, while crash consistency is already a major issue for PM systems due to the non-atomic and out-of-order architectural interface between the CPU cache and PM, it is exacerbated in our setting as we need to ensure the consistency of both the data and the security metadata. To this end, we design a “secure crash consistency” mechanism based on secure logging that provides the desired atomicity guarantees.

Thirdly, conventional approaches for network I/O (e.g., kernel-sockets) incur great overheads [3, 73]—especially in the context of TEEs due to switches between the trusted and untrusted world [25, 132]. While direct I/O vastly optimizes network operations, it is incompatible with TEEs as untrusted DMA operations are prohibited in the protected memory [25]. On top of that, ensuring security and crash consistency when accessing PM via RDMA is another major challenge [77]. To address these issues, we design a secure network stack by adapting direct I/O to the contexts of TEEs and PM.

To overcome these challenges, we present ANCHOR, a library for building PM-based applications that provides strong security properties — confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and freshness. Further, it ensures crash consistency and performance within the realms of the established PM programming model [62]. ANCHOR achieves these design properties by co-designing an end-to-end system leveraging three hardware technologies; high-performance PM storage, hardware-assisted TEEs and kernel-bypass networking.

Overall, we make the following contributions.

- **Secure data management APIs** (§ 4): We expose generic APIs for secure data management within the realms of the established PM programming model [62], applicable on byte-addressable storage mediums with similar architectural properties. Our APIs extend the Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) to support secure PM management, transactions, remote attestation and networking for remote operations. These APIs can be used to develop trusted applications in a single-node setup or even distributed systems.

- **System architecture** (§ 5): We propose a system architecture, where we provide a secure PM management engine that encapsulates confidentiality-preserving and authenticated data structures. It further ensures data integrity at an object level to be able to detect PM data tampering. Our engine extends the trust of TEEs to the data on untrusted PM, where we judiciously partition our data structures between the trusted enclave, the untrusted host memory and the untrusted PM. Further, ANCHOR’s design includes an asynchronous trusted counter interface to guarantee freshness, while preserving crash consistency. Lastly, we extend the scope of our PM engine to enable remote operations by designing a TEE-compatible network stack for PM based on kernel-bypass networking, whose authenticity can be verified through our formally proven remote attestation protocol (§7.2).

- **System operations** (§ 6): We present ANCHOR’s operations for building secure PM applications. We highlight the workflow of read and write operations, and describe our secure bootstrap and recovery process, based on our formally proven secure logging protocol (§7.2), for ensuring crash consistency and data freshness.

Based on these contributions, we implement a prototype leveraging Intel SGX [7], and integrate with our PM engine based on PMDK [62] and secure network stack based on eRPC [78], a direct I/O networking library. We evaluate ANCHOR with the YCSB benchmark suite [15, 37]. Our evaluation shows that ANCHOR incurs reasonable overheads considering its strong security properties.
2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Disaggregated Systems & Persistent Memory

Disaggregated cloud systems, where compute, memory and storage resources are decoupled, benefit from the use of high-speed interconnects, such as the newly introduced CXL [36], to provide low-latency, cache-coherent access to byte-addressable storage, like PM, allowing for efficient data access and processing in a scalable and flexible manner. For such systems, high-speed networking [43, 59, 77, 144] is an essential and performance-critical component to provide a holistic environment for high-performance computing and reap the benefits of the fast storage devices, i.e., PM.

PM is byte-addressable and can be accessed via \texttt{ld/st} instructions with performance properties close to DRAM, while ensuring durability [60, 101]. Existing PM technology primarily interfaces with the OS in the “app direct mode” [61] via PM-aware direct access file systems (DAX) [56, 85]. However, PM is susceptible to two important issues in case of system failures, which can lead to inconsistent state [115]: (i) atomicity is not guaranteed for updates larger than 8 B; and (ii) cache lines can be written back to PM out-of-order.

To address these issues, PMDK [62] offers the \texttt{libpmemobj} library. \texttt{libpmemobj} contains a PM allocator [64] and implements software-based transactions to ensure crash consistency. \texttt{libpmemobj} maps a PM-file into a contiguous region in the application’s virtual address space. This file is called \texttt{PM pool} and contains a metadata header, the transaction logs and the persistent heap.

In particular, \texttt{libpmemobj} exposes a transactional API [63] with durability, consistency and atomicity semantics. PMDK transactions do not provide data isolation; applications need to resolve any data races themselves. For each transaction, a \texttt{redo} log stores the heap metadata updates while an \texttt{undo} log maintains snapshots of the PM objects involved in the transaction. After a crash, PMDK can replay any live redo/undo logs to recover PM to a consistent state.

To enable developers to build end-to-end systems, PMDK further provides networking support through \texttt{librpma} [67]. It allows for accessing remote PM over Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). Importantly, high-performance networking based on kernel-bypass abstractions, such as DPDK [5] and RDMA [49, 80], eschews the OS and alleviates any bottleneck in the kernel network stack by directly interacting with the NIC hardware. To simplify kernel-bypass network programming, remote procedure call (RPC) frameworks such as eRPC [78] provide a general, yet performant, API for asynchronous RPCs while hiding the complexities of managing the low-level transport layer interfaces. RDMA-based RPCs have been demonstrated through research and industry efforts [20, 44, 55, 70] to be the most efficient programming paradigm for high-performing cloud systems that incorporate byte-addressable storage [31, 67, 72].

2.2 Confidential Computing

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) [7, 21, 91] provide a hardware protected \texttt{enclave} that ensures the security of code and data residing in this isolated volatile memory region. Additionally, there exists Virtual Machine (VM)-Based TEEs, such as AMD SEV [19] and Intel TDX [66]. They offer a different layer of protection by creating a virtualized secure environment within each VM instance, which encrypts data-in-use and data-in-transit, and further ensures the isolation of sensitive data and applications.

In Anchor, we build on Intel SGX [7], a set of x86 ISA extensions for TEEs. The enclave memory in SGX is mapped in the physical memory as \texttt{Enclave Page Cache (EPC)}, where the pages are protected by an on-chip Memory Encryption Engine (MEE). However, the EPC is limited to 128 MiB–256 MiB for SGX-v1/v2. To accommodate larger enclaves, SGX offers secure paging; however, it incurs prohibitive overheads (up to 2000× [22]). In the context of Anchor, we need to consider two
important architectural aspects of SGX. Firstly, normal syscall-based I/O operations require an expensive (5×) world switch [131]. Secondly, while SGX offers a hardware trusted monotonic counter [6], it is extremely slow (60–250 ms) and can wear out after some days of continuous use [102].

ANCHOR is built on SCONE [22], a shielded execution framework that leverages SGX [22, 27, 111, 113, 123, 131]. SCONE links the application against a modified libc version confining its address space inside the secure enclave memory region.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

Threat model. ANCHOR extends the standard SGX threat model [27], as we need to protect the untrusted storage (PM) and network. We aim to protect against an active adversary [42] that can gain full control of the entire system software stack (including the OS/hypervisor) and perform physical attacks (e.g., memory probes). For PM, we strive to guarantee rollback and forking attacks resilience where adversaries can arbitrarily restart the system from a stale state or fork system instances. Moreover, we assume that adversaries can control the network stack and tamper with network traffic. However, we do not consider side-channel attacks, denial of service attacks or memory access pattern attacks [50, 87, 94, 108, 133–135, 142].

Fault model. ANCHOR mandates crash consistency [38, 89, 122], which implies that data and metadata stored in PM can be recovered to a consistent state after a crash. ANCHOR also requires a protection mechanism against rollback attacks to guarantee data freshness. Additionally, ANCHOR needs to extend these properties to the associated security metadata and the required logs for the case of recovery. Likewise, crash consistency needs to be ensured for untrusted remote PM network operations, where partial writes on PM can lead to an inconsistent state [53, 59, 77].

Programming model. ANCHOR offers a transactional programming model based on PMDK [62]. To maintain consistent object references across reboots, PMDK relies on persistent pointers. They are based on a 16 B fat-pointer structure, called PMEMoid, storing the pool_id and an offset relative to the start of the pool. PMDK provides a function to convert this structure to a native pointer. Additionally, PMDK offers transactional APIs [63] with strict durability, consistency and atomicity semantics in the libpmemobj library. Transactions are realized with the use of redo and undo logs.

Despite Intel announcing the discontinuation of Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory [127], byte-addressable storage devices should share a similar programming model. Especially due the current emergence of the Compute Express Link (CXL) technology [36], there will be an upsurge in vendors providing non-volatile memory devices. On top of that, CXL will be combined with Confidential Computing [40, 58, 74] to build end-to-end secure systems. In such setups, ANCHOR can be used to securely manage PM devices due to their compatibility with the existing PM concepts and libraries [2].

4 OVERVIEW

4.1 System Overview

ANCHOR offers a PM library with the following properties:

- **Security**: ANCHOR ensures the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and freshness for the data and storage operations.
- **Crash consistency**: ANCHOR offers a secure crash consistency mechanism for local and remote operations, where it maintains a consistent and secure state in case of failures.
- **Programmability**: ANCHOR offers a transactional programming model and associated secure data management APIs, similar to the established PMDK programming model.
The key insight of Anchor is to maintain confidential and authenticated data structures on PM that are manipulated inside the enclave to extend the TEEs security properties to PM and networking. Figure 1 shows the architecture of Anchor. Anchor’s design adopts the principle of a small trusted computing base (TCB), where it partitions the system into the trusted enclave, and the untrusted host memory & PM. In particular, the core control logic of Anchor (green regions) resides in the protected enclave, but the actual data (red regions) resides in the untrusted host memory and PM.

Anchor’s core component, the PM management engine (§5.2), interfaces with the untrusted PM via DAX and provides a secure memory allocation mechanism and transactional programming model. The PM engine ensures crash consistency and security for the untrusted PM. It further provides freshness guarantees for the PM objects with Anchor’s trusted counters (§5.5). We also design in-memory data structures (§5.3), consisting of an index and an object cache optimizing the read path. Anchor also exposes remote access to PM through a secure network stack (§5.4). Lastly, we offer a remote attestation and key management (AKM) service for clients to ensure the trustworthiness and authenticity (§5.6).

At a high-level, for read operations, Anchor checks the integrity of the object and decrypts it before returning. For write operations, Anchor fetches and decrypts the object inside the enclave, updates its content in the protected buffer and recalculates its integrity signature. For remote accesses, clients communicate through a TLS channel with the Anchor controller which contains an AKM service. AKM instructs the enclave to generate a signed measure of its identity, whose authenticity is verified by a trusted third party entity [4]. After a successful attestation, the client provides its encryption keys and can then access the Anchor library and execute queries via the secure network stack.

During bootstrap, Anchor scans the manifest to fetch all the object metadata and signatures into the enclave. We use the signatures to prove the integrity of the PM objects. Afterwards, the recovery mechanism restores the most recent consistent and secure state of PM based on valid logs. Anchor ensures the freshness of all logs by checking the counter values of the entries along with the latest secure trusted counter value (§6.2).
Anchor exposes secure data management APIs (shown in Table 1) by adopting and extending the well-established APIs of PMDK [62]. Anchor is an embedded library that can also be used to build secure server-side and distributed system applications. Any existing PMDK-based application can be adapted to use the secure Anchor API. The shielded execution framework further eases the deployment, as no source code modifications are required.

### Pool management APIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secure_pool_create()</td>
<td>Creates a secure pool in PM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure_pool_open()</td>
<td>Opens a secure pool (if exists).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure_pool_close()</td>
<td>Closes a secure pool (if exists).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transactions API

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secure_obj_tx_alloc()</td>
<td>Allocates an object (as part of a transaction).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure_obj_tx_free()</td>
<td>Frees an object (as part of a transaction).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure_obj_tx_add_range()</td>
<td>Takes a snapshot of an object.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Object management APIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secure_obj_root()</td>
<td>Gets or creates the root object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure_obj_direct()</td>
<td>Gets a PM object in an enclave buffer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Secure network APIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prepare_req()</td>
<td>Prepares a request to be sent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enqueue_req()</td>
<td>Submits a message for transmission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enqueue_resp()</td>
<td>Submits a response to a request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send()</td>
<td>Sends enqueued messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recv()</td>
<td>Receives incoming messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>register_req_handler()</td>
<td>Registers a request handler.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attestation API

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attest(measurement)</td>
<td>Attests based on the measurement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 1. Anchor’s secure data management APIs

### 4.2 Anchor System APIs

- **Pool management APIs.** Anchor’s API provides, similar to the native API, three functions (create, open, close) to create, open and close a secure PM pool. These functions take the paths of the PM-resident log files as extra arguments and perform the setup of the provided storage encryption key.

- **Transactions API.** Anchor implements a secure API for transactions that allows arbitrary data sizes to be written to PM with strict security, durability, consistency and atomicity semantics. Both PMDK and Anchor do not provide thread-safety for concurrent accesses to PM objects. Developers must employ their own locking mechanisms. For the (de)allocation and objects’ snapshots, Anchor provides three functions, secure_obj_tx_alloc, secure_obj_tx_free and secure_obj_tx_add_range, that realize transactions through a redo log which stores the metadata updates and an undo log keeping the initial state of the transaction’s write set for the case of a crash.

  The allocation function secure_obj_tx_alloc returns an object id (PMEMoid). Upon updates, similarly to PMDK, users have to explicitly snapshot the modified PM-objects in the undo log. Snapshots ensure that the modified object is also added to the ongoing transaction write set (with secure_obj_tx_add_range). Afterwards, the application can manipulate the object’s buffer inside a transaction and the changes will be persisted during the commit phase.

- **Object management APIs.** Anchor’s API for PM-object management offers security while preserving similar semantics with PMDK. PMDK’s programming model, and consequently Anchor, imposes one requirement to avoid PM leakage: all objects are reachable through some path from a root object. Anchor exports the secure_obj_root function that creates/gets the root object. secure_obj_direct function accepts a PMEMoid as an argument and returns a pointer to a secure volatile buffer with the decrypted data.
Secure network APIs. To form an end-to-end setup, ANCHOR integrates userspace networking technologies (e.g., RDMA) with PM and SGX that enable secure remote access to PM via an established RPC API [78]. Our library offers asynchronous network operations—we provide three core functions, `prepare_req`, `enqueue_req` and `enqueue_resp`, for requests and responses. These functions do not send the message over the network but users need to execute the `send` and `recv` functions to burst and drain messages from the transmission and reception network queues. For each request, the remote application executes a request handler that is registered on initialization (`register_req_handler`). ANCHOR, further, encrypts the network messages, whose integrity can be verified, and incorporates counter values in the message headers to ensure freshness.

Attestation API. ANCHOR provides an attestation API that allows applications to verify their trustworthiness to remote clients. Particularly, we provide the `attest` function that takes as arguments the IP of a trusted third-party service, Intel Attestation Service (IAS) [4] IP for ANCHOR, and a generated enclave measurement of the code. Then, this service verifies that both the enclave signer and measurement are in the expected state and replies accordingly.

4.3 Design Challenges and Key Ideas

#1 Untrusted persistent memory.

Problem: TEEs are designed to protect only the volatile enclave memory — PM regions, that are directly mapped to into the application’s address space, are not subject to the memory verification procedures that TEEs provide. Thus, the security properties do not naturally extend to the untrusted PM, where we need to ensure the security for stateful operations across system reboots or crashes. Additionally, while applications in TEEs can read and write data to and from conventional block devices, they often employ prohibitively expensive, in the context of TEEs, I/O mechanisms (e.g., read/write syscalls), and provide crash-consistency and data persistence in larger granularities (e.g. 4K blocks) compared to PM.

Approach: ANCHOR offers security beyond the protected enclave and extends the trust of TEEs to the untrusted PM. We design data structures that ensure confidentiality, integrity and freshness. ANCHOR achieves this by: (i) encrypting and persisting data and metadata on PM on an arbitrarily-sized object level granularity, and (ii) extending the PMDK’s metadata structure’s layout with an append-only log, the `manifest`, for security metadata. ANCHOR’s manifest maintains the hash values of all PM-objects. Further, it ensures rollback protection across restarts by assigning a deterministic unique counter value to each entry. In particular, if the PM data (e.g., objects, manifest) has been tampered, it will either be detected at runtime, during the integrity checks, or at the upcoming boot phase, if any manifest entry integrity check fails or the counter does not reach the expected, latest trusted value. Thus, ANCHOR effectively extends TEE properties to PM. Moreover, ANCHOR realizes all operations as transactions. Uncommitted updates are buffered in-memory; they are persisted during the commit phase. Our approach combines security with performance by the following key insight: any update should be made persistent as long as ANCHOR can ensure its confidentiality, integrity, and freshness. Therefore, ANCHOR defers writes to PM until their freshness property is secured.

#2 Secure crash consistency.

Problem: PM guarantees atomicity only for aligned 8-byte stores. While libmemobj [63] implements software transactions for atomic writes of arbitrary data sizes, ANCHOR needs to keep its security metadata crash consistent. In particular, we need to ensure crash consistency and security for all data and metadata. We refer to this property as secure crash consistency: any non trusted PM-content will be discarded in favour of latest trusted and correct content.
Approach: Anchor offers secure crash consistency by extending the transaction logic and providing a secure logging protocol. Firstly, a transaction needs to snapshot the latest secure state of a modified object to be able to revert it, if needed. Secondly, Anchor needs to ensure the freshness, integrity, and confidentiality of the logs that reside in the untrusted PM. This is achieved by encrypting the payload of the log entries and enhancing them with security metadata (i.e., trusted counters, integrity signatures). We design our secure crash consistency mechanism with respect to freshness based on asynchronous counters, originally proposed in Speicher [26]. To prohibit attackers from arbitrarily deleting redo/undo logs or replacing them with obsolete, yet correct, logs, our transactions log their start, commit and end to the manifest. Lastly, since we only commit stable transactions, viz. transactions that own rollback-protected logs, Anchor can replay the secure logs and bring the PM to the correct trusted state across reboots/restarts. At recovery, Anchor will rollback any aborted transaction or redo any marked-as-committed transaction that got interrupted.

#3 Fast network I/O.
Problem: PM’s low access latency shifts the bottleneck from storage to network I/O. Traditional enclave I/O issues such as enclave transitions and asynchronous syscalls execution [22] further increase the latency compared to conventional approaches (e.g., sockets) that are already the bottleneck in networking systems [3, 51, 73]. While direct I/O networking solutions such as RDMA are prominently deployed in data centers to overcome the I/O bottlenecks [77], they are not directly applicable to Anchor due to two core challenges: (i) RDMA buffers cannot be allocated inside the enclave memory, as this would violate the security guarantees of SGX [25] and (ii) RDMA operations might lead to inconsistent PM state.

Approach: Anchor overcomes these limitations by integrating userspace networking [78], PM and TEEs to optimize the throughput and provide remote access to PM. In particular, Anchor designs a secure network stack that preserves the crash consistency property for remote PM operations, overcomes the I/O bottlenecks of TEEs, and is compatible with deployments of RDMA technology in the cloud. Additionally, it introduces a secure message format to ensure the security properties of the network traffic. Anchor further tackles the challenge that untrusted resources/memory cannot be mapped into the enclave. Our network stack is placed inside the enclave but maps the DMA and message buffers into the untrusted host memory, which is accessible by the enclave. This design optimizes the limited EPC memory usage. Anchor overcomes the second challenge by executing remote queries as transactions. We rely on Anchor’s crash consistency mechanism to ensure crash consistent remote operations. Note that Anchor currently supports transactional PM updates on a single server node.

Fig. 2. Anchor logging protocol & log structure
5 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Persistent Data Structures

ANCHOR stores data on the untrusted PM using three persistent structures, which we explain first.

Secure PM pool. The secure PM pool is where the actual data resides. Identically to PMDK’s pool structure, it is composed of: (i) a pool header, (ii) an area for transactional logs, (iii) heap metadata, and (iv) the persistent heap, where the objects are stored. The header contains metadata of the pool (e.g., size) and heap metadata that is used for managing (de)allocation in the persistent heap.

Manifest. Manifest is an append-only persistent secure log that keeps the security metadata of all objects in a pool. For each object update, a new entry is appended to the manifest. Each entry contains an encrypted payload, a trusted counter and a cryptographic hash over both (Figure 2). With this format, ANCHOR is able to argue about Manifest’s confidentiality, integrity and freshness on every startup. The payload consists of the object’s hash, its PMEMoid and its size. Manifest entries allow ANCHOR to ensure the integrity (with the signature) and the freshness (with the counter) of all objects.

Secure undo/redo logs. Undo/redo logs ensure crash consistency and atomicity of data operations. An undo log entry stores an object snapshot before it is modified, while redo logs track pool/heap metadata modifications. ANCHOR secures its logs in a similar fashion as the manifest. For each log we create a unique trusted counter. Each undo log entry consists of the encrypted payload, a trusted counter value and a hash over both (Figure 2), similarly to the Manifest. The redo log entries do not require a hash as they are stored in bulk and a hash over the whole redo log is placed in its header along with the total log size.

5.2 PM Management Engine

The PM management engine consists of the PM allocator and the transactions management engine. It ensures the crash consistency and the security properties of the persistent data structures. The PM management engine stores the PM data encrypted, guaranteeing confidentiality. Additionally, for PM data encryption, it uses the AES-GCM-128 algorithm of OpenSSL [8] that directly provides cryptographic signatures, which can be used for integrity checks. The encryption library is entirely placed inside the enclave.

PM allocator. ANCHOR’s PM allocator offers secure, transparent and dynamic PM memory management. The allocator manages the secure pool’s heap to (de)allocate PM objects. It relies on redo logs to avoid metadata corruption. ANCHOR logs heap metadata modifications that reflect the status change of a block (occupied/free). The allocator frequently accesses the heap metadata. Therefore, we maintain their core part (e.g., PM block headers) in the enclave memory during runtime. Additionally, allocator’s volatile data structures (e.g., buckets) remain intact and reside in the protected memory.

TX management engine. The TX management engine implements transactions that, in turn, ensure security, data atomicity and crash consistency for the modified objects. Particularly, we offer ACD (Atomicity, Crash Consistency and Durability) semantics for transactions; however, similar to PMDK, we do not offer any isolation guarantees. ANCHOR ensures these properties by tracking the modifications on the pool/heap metadata and snapshotting the modified objects in its PM logs using a secure logging protocol. In contrast to the native PMDK, ANCHOR needs to further consider rollback protection as part of the crash consistency mechanism. Towards this direction, we keep the modified objects of an uncommitted transaction in the enclave buffers which are only flushed to PM at the commit phase. This practice is mandatory, as ANCHOR has to ensure that the log entries of the snapshotted objects are persisted and rollback-protected through their counter so
that, in case of a crash, the previous state of the objects can be securely restored. These objects are tracked with the use of a transaction-local list holding their offsets (§ 6.1). In this way, if the logs are detected to be unstable during recovery, we are sure that the interrupted transaction never performed actual PM updates as they are only applied after the stabilization of the respective logs. To support concurrent transactions, similarly to PMDK, ANCHOR reserves a space in the secure PM pool that is split into lanes. Each lane is assigned to a distinct thread to store its respective transaction’s logs.

5.3 In-memory Data Structures
To accelerate the operations of ANCHOR, we maintain security metadata and an object cache in the enclave memory.

Metadata index. ANCHOR logs the objects’ integrity signatures along with the trusted counter in the manifest. Consequently, an object’s access would require (i) to prove the manifest’s freshness and integrity and (ii) to iterate the entire manifest to locate the most recent entry for that object. We opt for optimizing the data path by introducing an in-memory hashmap index, that maintains only the necessary metadata, aiming for better EPC utilization. Precisely, the index stores all integrity signatures (16B) and the object sizes (8B) having as a key the object’s PMEMoid (16B). As a result, object reads bypass the manifest (§ 6.1). The index is trusted at run-time since it resides in the enclave; we populate the metadata index entries during a successful attested bootstrap (§ 6.2).

Object cache. To further accelerate the read path, we expand the scope of the metadata index to an object cache that buffers recently accessed objects in the enclave. This eliminates the decryption calls and access to PM. A reference of each buffered object is stored in its respective entry in the metadata index. Additionally, to eliminate repeated volatile object buffer allocations and control the EPC usage, ANCHOR enforces an epoch based data caching mechanism [93]. Each metadata index entry is assigned an incremental value (epoch) when it is accessed. We define a configurable memory limit that the object cache can occupy. When it is reached, a background thread reclaims the memory of cached objects after making sure, based on their epoch, that they do not belong to an on-going transaction.

5.4 Network Stack
Since networking consists an essential component of disaggregated cloud systems, ANCHOR includes a network stack that integrates kernel-bypass networking with TEEs to securely access and manage PM data. Our design is optimized for performance; rather than adopting the costly kernel-based networking, ANCHOR bypasses the kernel [5, 78] and avoids performance-expensive enclave switches.

In particular, ANCHOR exposes asynchronous, secure RPCs based on two-sided RDMA. ANCHOR RPCs involve the CPU in order to verify the integrity, authenticity and freshness of the network traffic. The network stack code (e.g., RPC-library, drivers) resides in the enclave while the network data (e.g., messages’ buffers, NIC queues) in the untrusted host memory. ANCHOR stores the messages encrypted in DMA-capable buffers in the untrusted host memory satisfying two requirements (§ 4.3, #3): (i) DMA-ed memory cannot be inside the enclave and (ii) EPC usage is optimized. We integrate eRPC [78], with DPDK [5] as a transport layer, along with the userspace drivers into SCONE to shield the execution of the network operations. Our network stack reserves unprotected—accessible by the NIC—2 MiB hugepages for the DMA-ed memory. To achieve that, we extend the eRPC allocator to open shared memory files in the hugetlbfs virtual filesystem and pass the file descriptors to the mmap.
ANCHOR’s network library, further, extends the trust to the untrusted network through a secure messaging layer. Precisely, we construct a secure message format that is comprised from three parts: (i) the encrypted payload, (ii) the initialization vector (IV) and (iii) a hash value. For the encryption of the messages, ANCHOR uses the AES-GCM-128 algorithm of OpenSSL [8]. In the payload, ANCHOR reserves the first 8 B for a sequence number. The sequence number is unique for each client and is deterministically increased for each operation exposing at-most once execution semantics and guaranteeing message freshness. In this way, our network stack protects against replay attacks on the network.

On the client side, ANCHOR maintains a queue for the message transmission. The queue size can be tuned depending on the system’s requirements to optimize the network latency, throughput or maintain a balance between them. ANCHOR’s network stack also stores the sequence number of each pending request in the queue, which is then used to check whether the sequence number of a response matches the one from the request.

On the server side, ANCHOR processes clients’ requests. While ANCHOR’s network library considers lossy networks and a malicious attacker that can tamper with the network traffic, ANCHOR provides reliability based on the message sequence numbers. Precisely, ANCHOR’s server accepts sequence numbers in a fixed, configurable range, based on the previously received sequence numbers of the client requests. While we do not provide ordering for the packets inside the range, ANCHOR can still detect missing packets. For total ordering this range can be configured to be 1 at the cost of performance. On top of that, ANCHOR’s network stack verifies the uniqueness of each sequence number. After this verification, the server processes the request and sends a response to the client. Note that the the PM security and crash consistency properties are ensured via the server’s PM management engine.

5.5 Asynchronous Trusted Counters
ANCHOR uses trusted counters to ensure rollback resilience for the PM logs. We design ANCHOR based on an asynchronous monotonic counter (AMC) interface, originally proposed by Speicher [26], that allows fast increments, while overcoming the limitations of SGX counters. ANCHOR creates one asynchronous counter for each log and persists their state in a file. To protect this file from rollback attacks, the AMC uses a hardware trusted monotonic counter—in our case, Intel SGX monotonic counter [6]. While the asynchronous counter offers fast increments, the freshness can only be ensured when the counters’ values are secured in the file along with the SGX counter. The time when an asynchronous counter value is written to the file with the SGX counter is called...
Algorithm 1: Read operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Persistent object id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Persistent object data buffer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{read}(\text{oid})
\]

\[
\text{begin}
\]

\[
\text{// object entry lookup in the metadata index }^*/
\]
\[
\text{epc}_\text{entry} \leftarrow \text{index\_lookup}(\text{oid});
\]

\[
\text{if } \text{epc}_\text{entry} == \text{NULL} \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{// object not found in EPC index}
\]
\[
\text{return object\_not\_found;}
\]

\[
\text{else if } \text{epc}_\text{entry}.\text{cached\_obj} \neq \text{NULL} \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{// object already in EPC cache}
\]
\[
\text{return epc}_\text{entry}.\text{cached\_obj};
\]

\[
\text{else}
\]

\[
\text{// fetch and decrypt the object data}
\]
\[
\text{obj\_buffer} \leftarrow \text{decrypt\_and\_verify}(\text{oid}, \text{epc}_\text{entry}.\text{hash});
\]

\[
\text{// update the in-memory index entry with the buffer }^*/
\]
\[
\text{epc}_\text{entry}.\text{cached\_obj} \leftarrow \text{obj\_buffer};
\]

\[
\text{return obj\_buffer;}
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{// object entry lookup in the EPC metadata index }^*/
\]
\[
\text{index\_lookup}(\text{oid})
\]

\[
\text{begin}
\]

\[
\text{key} \leftarrow \text{hash\_func}(\text{oid});
\]
\[
\text{epc}_\text{entry} \leftarrow \text{hashtable\_lookup}(\text{key});
\]

\[
\text{return epc}_\text{entry};
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

Stabilisation point and occurs when the SGX counter is successfully increased after an increment request (60–250 m s). ANCHOR’s recovery mechanism only trusts entries with stable counter values (§ 6.2).

Although ANCHOR is not bound to a specific trusted counter, we build ANCHOR using our AMC in a single-node setting. While ANCHOR optimizes throughput by batching operations before an SGX counter increment, unfortunately, the counter stabilization delays incur an inevitably increased latency to provide rollback protection. System designers might want to adapt ANCHOR to leverage lower-latency (remote) trusted counters (e.g., ROTE [102]) that implement a trusted counter as a service in distributed settings [46] to reduce the stabilization time and ensure longevity.

5.6 Attestation and Key Management (AKM)

Remote clients need to establish trust with ANCHOR’s applications. Further, ANCHOR needs to securely distribute keys and configuration to clients. ANCHOR’s AKM provides these services by extending Intel Attestation service [4] and integrates a key management system, which provisions clients with keys (e.g., for communication).

Attestation protocol. Figure 3 demonstrates ANCHOR’s attestation protocol. More precisely, clients connect to the AKM service via a secure TLS channel. Following, they request to attest the ANCHOR application. If the AKM service is not trusted yet by the client, the Intel attestation process is invoked to establish the trust between the client and the AKM service. Then, the AKM service, the verifier, attests the ANCHOR application by requesting a quote. The enclave requests a report from SGX hardware and transmits it to the Intel Quoting Enclave (QE), which verifies, signs and sends back the report. The ANCHOR application forwards it to the verifier. This quote can be verified using the Intel verification service [17]. After a successful attestation, AKM generates ANCHOR’s application keys and distributes them to the client for secure network communication. Note that, ANCHOR currently lacks explicit access control features but can be enhanced to include them by incorporating key separation mechanisms.
Algorithm 2: Write operation

**Input**: Persistent object id & New object data  
**Output**: Success/Failure & Stabilisation time  
**write**(oid, new_obj_data)

begin
  //snapshot the object and add it to TX write set
  snapshot(object_id);
  obj_buffer ← read(oid);
  //update the object data
  obj_buffer ← store(new_obj_data);
  //defer PM writes on commit
  return success;
end

**alloc**(size)

begin
  mem_block ← find_block(size); //find the appropriate memory block
  obj_oid ← extract_oid_from_block(mem_block);
  //add the redo log entry for the occupied block
  add_redo_entry();
  return obj_oid; //return the new object id
end

**On commit:**

begin
  persist_redo_log();
  append.manifest(modified.object_entries);
  append.manifest(TX_COMMIT);
  //stabilisation point
  foreach object_id ∈ write_set do
    update_epc_index(hash(obj_buffer)); //update the new object hash
    store(encrypt(obj_buffer)); //store new object data in PM
  end
  apply_redo_log();
  append.manifest(TX_FINISH);
end

6 SYSTEM OPERATIONS

6.1 Transactions

**Read path.** Read requests involve two steps (Algorithm 1): (i) locate the object in the PM or the object cache and (ii) verify its security properties. ANCHOR first looks up the object in the in-memory object cache. If the object is in the cache, ANCHOR does not need to perform any additional step; the object cache is already secured by the enclave. Otherwise, ANCHOR fetches the PM object inside the enclave, and checks if the object’s calculated signature matches the protected signature in the metadata index and decrypts it. Note that all security metadata is populated in the index during system bootstrap (§ 6.2) and has its integrity and freshness proved.

**Commit protocol.** ANCHOR implements a secure commit protocol to ensure crash consistency and rollback protection. ANCHOR first ensures that the logs are persistent and rollback protected, and then, it updates the PM content. ANCHOR’s logging process is demonstrated in Figure 2. Precisely, the object snapshots are added to the undo log during a transaction. On commit, ANCHOR persists the heap metadata updates to the redo log. It further appends the objects’ new signatures to the manifest and a mark-as-committed entry for the transaction. Note that, the log and manifest entries are stored encrypted and each of them contains a unique trusted counter value. Our protocol defers PM updates until all logs are stable. Then, ANCHOR updates the PM as its recovery mechanism can ensure crash consistency based on the secure logs.

**Write path.** Since new object creations and existing object updates modify the security metadata (signatures, etc.), ANCHOR realizes all write operations (Algorithm 2) as transactions to guarantee security and crash consistency. Users, similarly to the PMDK, need to explicitly take snapshots of a transaction’s write set which are persisted to the secure undo log. Each undo log entry receives its own, unique trusted counter value, as shown in Figure 2. After the snapshot, ANCHOR searches for
**Algorithm 3: System recovery and bootstrap**

- **Input**: Persistent memory pool & Manifest
- **Output**: Consistent PM pool & In memory metadata index

```plaintext
pool_open(path, Manifest)
verify_log(Manifest, manifest_type);
recover(pool_lanes); //trigger the recovery process
//verify pool header
pool_header ← read(pool_header_oid);
//verify PM heap headers
heap_headers ← read(heap_headers_oids);
return success;

recover(pool_lanes)
foreach lane ∈ lanes_with_unfinished_tx do
    redo_entry_list ← verifyLog(redo_log, redo_type);
    if redo_in_progress then
        //apply verified EPC-residing redo log entries
        apply(redo_entry_list);
    else
        undo_entry_list ← verifyLog(undo_log, undo_type);
        //apply verified EPC-residing undo log entries
        apply(undo_entry_list);
    end
end
return success

verifyLog(log, log_type)
//verify the log entries and fetch the content in EPC
begin
    counter ← log.firstCounter;
    if log_type ≠ manifest_log then entry_list ← init_entry_list();
    foreach entry ∈ log do
        entry ← decrypt_and_verify(entry);
        if counter ≠ entry.counter then
            return Counter does not match;
        end
        if entry > entry.counter then
            break;
        if log_type ≠ manifest_log then
            entry_list.add(entry);
        else if entry == tx_commit_entry then
            //mark the transaction as commited but non-finished till the tx_finish_entry is read
            mark_tx_committed();
            mark_tx_lane_unfinished();
        else if entry == tx_finish_entry then
            //mark the transaction as finished
            mark_tx_lane_finished();
        end
    end
    inc(counter);
end
if counter ≠ log.trustedCounter then return Counter does not match;
if log_type ≠ manifest_log then return entry_list;
return success;
end
```

the object based on its PMEMoid, equivalently to a read operation. **ANCHOR** updates the object in the object cache but it does not modify it in-place in the PM. This is our core difference with PMDK; we keep uncommitted updates in the enclave buffers that are written to PM through **ANCHOR**’s secure commit protocol, after the stabilization of the log entries.

**Memory operations.** **ANCHOR** relies on the PM allocator of PMDK. PM operations result in modifications to heap metadata; consequently, **ANCHOR** realizes them as writes. Memory operations should also be crash consistent to avoid memory corruption and leakage. In contrast to write operations, alloc/free operations do not require PM data snapshots. However, memory operations pass through the same secure commit protocol. All the heap metadata updates are only applied based on the redo log entries at the commit phase.
Algorithm 4: Network send operation

Input: ID of the desired operation, Callback for arrival of the response, Message content (arguments and their length)
Output: Message with ciphertext buffer in untrusted memory

create_message(operation_id, callback)
begin
//Fill in sequence number and operation ID and 
//add callback for arrival of the response
Message message(current_seq, operation_id, callback);

//Get a pre-allocated message buffer
message.buf ← buffer_by_seq(current_seq);
//The response sequence number is current_seq + 1
//That is why we increment it by 2
current_seq ← current_seq + 2;
//Current ciphertext position inside the buffer
message.ciphertext_pos ← message.buf;
//Add Initialization Vector for encryption
message.ciphertext_pos ← generate_IV();
//Encrypt the header (sequence number + ID)
ciphertext_pos ← encrypt(message.header);
return message;
end

add_arg(message, arg_len, arg)
begin
//The argument and its length are encrypted (arg_len + 4 B)
if arg_len + 4 > remaining_size(message) then
    return False; //Buffer not big enough
message.ciphertext_pos ← encrypt(arg, arg_len);
return True;
end

enqueue_req(message)
begin
//Write the Authentication tag
message.ciphertext_pos_tag ← write_tag(arg);
//Enqueue the request in eRPC
eRPC_enqueue_request(message.buf);
end

6.2 System Bootstrap and Recovery

System bootstrap and recovery (Algorithm 3) bring ANCHOR to a consistent state. After the attestation via the AKM service, ANCHOR reads the logs (manifest, undo/redo logs) and restores information about the objects’ signatures and interrupted transactions. The goal of this process is to: (i) verify the security properties of the logs, (ii) retrieve the signatures for integrity checks and (iii) commit/rollback any uncompleted transactions to restore PM data consistency.

In ANCHOR, logs are scanned sequentially. Each log entry is integrity checked by a hash, and its freshness is ensured by the log’s trusted counter. The counter is incremented deterministically. ANCHOR uses its value to check if all entries are present. Thus, in case of a rollback attack on the manifest or the transaction logs, ANCHOR is able to detect if entries are missing. Entries with counter values higher than the stored stable trusted counter are ignored. On a successful log verification, ANCHOR is assured that all the entries are valid and are originated from an authentic ANCHOR instance.

ANCHOR first scans the manifest log and populates all objects’ signatures in the metadata index. During this process, ANCHOR retrieves information about interrupted transactions. Transactions that were not committed, are ignored since they have not modified PM data. However, there might be transactions that are marked as committed in the manifest but the commit protocol is not completed. ANCHOR examines whether the transaction was stopped during the redo log application. In this case, ANCHOR applies the redo log since all the PM objects were successfully persisted. Otherwise, the undo log is replayed. Lastly, after the integrity checks on the pool header, ANCHOR opens the pool. Note that, ANCHOR constructs its metadata index with the latest signatures for its objects through its bootstrap process. In that way, if an object is rolled back to a previous valid state, any upcoming operation on it will report this violation.
Algorithm 5: Network receive operation

Input: Buffer with encrypted message
Output: Decrypted message object

decrypt_message(buffer)

begin
// Message must contain an IV, a header and a MAC
assert(buffer.len >= min_msg_len);
Message message(buffer);

cipher_text_pos ← buffer + iv_size;
message.header ← decrypt(cipher_text_pos, sizeof(message.header));

while remaining_size(message) > 0 do
    // There must be space for the argument length
    if remaining_size(message) < 4 then return error;
    arg_len ← decrypt(message.cipher_text_pos, 4);
    if arg_len > remaining_size(message) then return error;
    arg ← decrypt(message.cipher_text_pos, arg_len);
    append(message.args, pair(arg_len, arg));
end

// Check the authentication tag
if verify_decryption(message.cipher_text_pos) then return error;

// Check the sequence number
if message.header.seq - expected_seq < 0 then
    assert(is_fresh(message.header.seq));
else
    assert(seq_threshold > expected_seq - message.header.seq);
end

return message;
end

6.3 Manifest Compaction

When the manifest reaches a configurable threshold, ANCHOR activates a compaction mechanism that copies the latest security metadata to a new manifest. Since ANCHOR keeps all objects’ metadata in-memory, the compaction requires copying the content of the in-memory index to the new manifest. To this end, we design a background compaction mechanism.

While compaction is in progress, ANCHOR needs to ensure recoverability. Therefore, during compaction, ANCHOR keeps updating the old manifest while constructing the new one. We use a separate trusted counter for the new manifest to preserve the deterministic increment for both manifests. Note that the new manifest is written in the background by a dedicated thread without implications on other system operations. If the system crashes during a compaction, the application will recover as the old manifest still contains all latest entries.

6.4 Network Operations

During the initialisation, the communication participants register the callback functions for the supported operations. To send a message (Algorithm 4), ANCHOR initially gets a pre-allocated buffer and constructs the message header (§ 5.4) and its payload. ANCHOR encrypts the message and places it in a buffer residing in the untrusted host memory with its authentication tag. Then, the message is ready to be sent. An ANCHOR server polls for new connections and incoming requests. Upon the arrival of a request (Algorithm 5), the receiver decrypts the message and verifies its integrity and the sequence number. The content of the message is stored in trusted enclave buffers. The receiver then executes the registered callback for the message type, and returns a response, with the previously explained process, to the sender. eRPC is responsible for the UDP headers while DPDK constructs transport layer headers.

7 SECURITY ANALYSIS

ANCHOR extends the standard SGX threat model, as described in Section 3, i.e., TEE correctly implements the secure enclave abstraction. To ensure the security principles of ANCHOR, we have to (i) make sure that the ANCHOR code running inside the enclave is memory safe [129] while
preserving crash consistency, and (ii) prove the security properties of ANCHOR’s protocols that are implemented beyond the SGX trust boundaries. To this end, we leverage dynamic analysis tools for security analysis, i.e., AddressSanitizer [120] and Valgrind [14], to verify the memory safety of ANCHOR’s enclave code and ANCHOR’s crash consistency property (§7.1).

Importantly, we further formally prove the security principles of ANCHOR’s remote attestation and secure logging protocol using the Tamarin prover [103] (§7.2). For our proofs, we rely on SGX to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the enclaves. Additionally, we require that the proper software attestation of the enclaves guarantees authenticity. In particular, this means that we assume that the SGX Quoting Enclave works correctly. Note that the models of our protocols allowed for Tamarin to efficiently exhaust the search space and terminate without the need for oracles.

7.1 Dynamic Analysis for Security Issues

**Memory safety using AddressSanitizer.** Memory safety bugs and memory leaks are common causes of security vulnerabilities. Therefore, we need to verify that ANCHOR does not include such memory errors. To this end, we compile the native ANCHOR with AddressSanitizer (ASan) [120], a state-of-the-art tool for detecting memory safety issues. We conduct experiments to pinpoint memory safety bugs in ANCHOR. We use a set of persistent indices shipped with PMDK. During the execution of our experiments, ASan reports neither spatial (e.g., buffer over-/underflows) nor temporal (e.g., use-after-free) memory safety violations. Additionally, ASan does not detect any memory leaks. Thus, we verify that ANCHOR’s components do not expose any security vulnerabilities through memory safety bugs or memory leaks.

**Crash consistency using Valgrind’s pmemcheck.** We use the Valgrind-based pmemcheck [14] and pmreorder [12] to verify ANCHOR’s crash consistency property. First, we conduct experiments with the native ANCHOR using workloads of 10000 operations with the persistent indices of PMDK, to keep the runtime reasonable due to Valgrind’s instrumentation. Throughout our experiments, pmemcheck did not report any issues. Additionally, we port one PMDK recovery test [10] to ANCHOR. All the test cases [9] passed without indicating any crash consistency violation. Lastly, we adapt a pmreorder test of PMDK [11] and the core pmreorder example of the PM book [119] to ANCHOR’s API. Our tests did not report any reordering or consistency issue, which, along with the object recovery test, our recovery microbenchmark and the pmemcheck tests, highlight that ANCHOR preserves the crash consistency property.

7.2 Formal Verification of Security Protocols

**Remote attestation protocol.** We model ANCHOR’s attestation protocol (Figure 3), described in §5.6, using Tamarin [103]. In our model, all messages are handled as atomic and we consider that the cryptographic functions are perfect without side effects. Further, we build on the formally proven TLS handshake [13] to establish an authentic session between agents that includes a secret symmetric key for further communication. Lastly, IAS approves only quotation engine reports running on genuine Intel SGX hardware.

In our model, the protocol states are modeled as a multiset. The state transitions are represented as multiset rewriting rules. Our model is checked for correctness through a set of control lemmas. They ensure that certain valid states are reachable. Our model is used to prove ANCHOR’s desired security properties. Precisely, an attestation lemma holds if and only if: once a client trusts an ANCHOR application, this application is in a valid, expected state.

Tamarin verifies the specified lemmas, by (i) finding at least one valid trace (series of state transitions) for the required states and (ii) showing that there exists no trace leading to invalid
states. In our model, Tamarin found at least one trace for every control lemma and proved that there is no trace to any state where our lemmas are violated. Thus, our attestation lemmas hold for our model.

**Secure logging protocol.** ANCHOR’s secure logging protocol is modeled in Tamarin based on Figure 2. ANCHOR’s logs share a unified format. Each entry contains an encrypted payload, a trusted counter value and an integrity signature.

The confidentiality and integrity of the entries is ensured through the encryption and the cryptographic hash that is checked on the decryption of the entries. Our model is used to prove that if a log is successfully verified during bootstrap (§6.2), (i) there is no stable entry missing, and (ii) all entries are valid and from a genuine source. Note that the version of Tamarin that we used for the proofs does not contain direct support for counters. We worked around this limitation by modeling our counters using temporal variables associated to the action facts. Precisely, our proof uses the timestamp of the action facts to model the counter values since ANCHOR’s trusted counters are unique and in a sequential, increasing order.

Tamarin identified at least one trace for our aforementioned lemmas and indicated that there is no set of transitions leading to a violating state. In this way, it formally proves the security principles of our secure logging protocol.

8 EVALUATION

8.1 Experimental Setup

We conduct our experiments on a server machine with SGXv.1, equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900K CPU with 8 cores (16 threads), 64 GiB dual-channel memory and 32 KiB (L1D, L1I), 256 KiB (L2) and 16 MiB (L3) caches. At the time of writing this paper, processors could not support SGX and PM simultaneously[68, 69], therefore we opted for emulating PM backed by DRAM. We inject write latency on cacheline flushes similarly to previous works[76, 83, 109, 136]. For the network experiments, the nodes are equipped with Intel Corporation Ethernet Controller XL710 network card and are connected over a 40GbE QSFP+ network switch.

For our evaluation, we use two classes of workloads: (i) 5 well-known persistent indices (ctree, btree, rbtree, rtree and hashmap) to showcase how ANCHOR performs in real-life workloads and (ii) microbenchmarks to perform a sensitivity study on different operations. We benchmark the indices using different YCSB workloads (zipfian distribution) [15, 37] with varying R/W ratios. For our client-server evaluation, we use iPerf [71] and YCSB.

8.2 Persistent Indices

We evaluate the performance of ANCHOR for five different PM indices (ctree, btree, rbtree, rtree and hashmap) under four YCSB workloads (10 % Get, 50 % Get, 70 % Get and 90 % Get). We compare the performance of all five indices over five competitive baselines: (i) ANCHOR, (ii) ANCHOR w/o Encryption, (iii) ANCHOR running outside SCONE (Native ANCHOR) (iv) Native ANCHOR w/o Encryption, and (v) Native PMDK. Our experiments seek to quantify two inevitable overheads: (i) the overheads to ensure confidentiality through the comparison between the versions with and without the encryption layer and (ii) the overheads of the TEE (e.g., due to limited enclave memory) by comparing the versions that run natively with those running inside SCONE. We use 10 M operations on 100 k keys grouped in transactions and fixed key-value sizes equal to 8 B and 512 B, respectively.

Figure 4 illustrates the average slowdown for the four ANCHOR’s versions normalized to the native PMDK. In general, ANCHOR’s throughput is $4.33-8.40 \times$ lower for every data structure except rtree, whose slowdown ranges from $7.54 \times$ to $25.96 \times$. To better understand the results and the
overhead sources, we collected statistics for the native Anchor, as taking precise timestamps inside SCONE does not give reliable results due to enclave exits, shown in Figure 5. We further observe that the application integration into SCONE leads to a slowdown of 1.45–3.47×, depending on the workload. The data en-/decryption also contributes significantly to the total overhead, especially inside SCONE, leading to up to 3.54× slowdown compared with the respective version without encryption. An exception is the rtree inside SCONE with the read intensive workload. The introduction of the encryption layer leads to a lower overhead due to the slower pace of data fetching that reduces the EPC pressure and decreases the frequency of the cache cleanup.

Moreover, we note that the average overhead slightly increases when increasing the read ratio. In the 90% Get workload, the throughput is 5.49–25.96× lower than PMDK while in the case of 50% Get the respective values are 5.28–8.75×. Figure 5 confirms that the read operations contribute significantly to the overhead compared to write operations in such cases. The number of reads is much higher than the number of writes, as even put operations require a traversal of the index to locate the update/insert positions. Thus, we can account this behaviour to the faster pace that Anchor fetches PM data into their volatile buffers, causing higher EPC pressure and more frequent cleanups of the object cache.

Finally, the higher overhead (7.54–25.96×) of rtree stems from the size of its nodes (4 KiB). While PMDK only requires a partial direct read/write to a node, Anchor needs to fetch it entirely. This copying compared with the PMDK’s direct read/write along with the increased EPC usage and number of cleanups result in the significantly higher overheads for rtree when running in SCONE. The EPC paging effect is highlighted through Table 2, which shows considerably lower overheads for rtree with smaller memory footprint.

Overall, the overheads of Anchor mostly stem from the expensive EPC paging. However, upcoming trusted computing paradigms such as confidential VMs (e.g. Intel TDX [58]) will eliminate the limited EPC issue, thus leading to reduced overheads.
8.3 Operation Performance

We evaluate ANCHOR using a microbenchmark based on pmembench [65] to assess the performance of three operations supported by ANCHOR, namely alloc & init, update and free. We perform a series of transactions where each transaction consists of multiple operations on different objects selected with uniform access pattern. We vary the size of the objects to examine its impact. For update and free operations, we pre-allocate the PM objects. We compare both (i) ANCHOR and (ii) Native ANCHOR against PMDK.

Figure 6 shows the throughput of the memory management operations. In the case of allocation, ANCHOR is 1.9-4.1× and 2.9-9.7× slower compared to native ANCHOR and PMDK, respectively. For object deallocation, the respective slowdowns are 1.7-1.9× compared the native version and 4.7-5.3× compared to PMDK. For both alloc and free, we observe that ANCHOR’s behaviour is similar to PMDK’s with increasing object sizes. This is expected as de-/allocations only perform metadata modifications which are not affected by the object size. In an update operation, ANCHOR needs to perform an extra copy of the PM data inside the enclave, in case of a cache miss. This leads to a smaller relative overhead (9.0× down to 5.4×) with the increasing size, as objects reside in the cache and are updated in place before the TX commit phase, avoiding multiple costly copies.

8.4 Scalability

We next evaluate the scalability with increasing number of threads from 1 to 8, the maximum number of cores in our server. Each thread maintains its own object set. We set the object size to 256 B and perform read and write operations.

Figure 7 shows ANCHOR’s scalability. The lower scalability rate for ANCHOR is mainly caused by the frequent updates and look ups to locate each object’s metadata in the metadata index. It, inevitably, increases the cost of each operation due to the mandatory lock usage which is expensive in SCONE.

8.5 Effectiveness of Optimizations

We evaluate the effectiveness of our caching optimization using the ctree, btree and rbtree indices. We use two YCSB workloads: one update- (50 % Get) and one read-intensive (90 % Get). We use 10 M operations and key-value sizes equal to 8 B and 512 B, respectively.

Fig. 7. R/W performance evaluation of secure and native ANCHOR versions w/ encryption with varying number of threads.
Figure 8 reports the performance improvement of our object cache. We observe a performance boost in most scenarios for our data structures. For the update-intensive workload (50% Get), Anchor has up to 1.49× speedup compared to the non-optimized version. The performance gain becomes more obvious in the read-dominated workload (90% Get) where Anchor’s throughput improves up to 3.94×. For the case of btree with the write-intensive workload, we observe a small performance loss due to EPC paging effects. Overall, our technique reduces the cost of the read operation since it decreases the number of decryptions, as the content of an object can be directly found in the volatile, protected object cache. Table 3 shows the cache hit ratio for the PM-indices averaged across the three different workloads shown in Figure 4. We notice that all workloads achieve more than 80% hit rate, confirming the usefulness of this optimization.

8.6 PM Write Amplification

We compute the PM write amplification as the total bytes of the manifest and the extra bytes written to the logs in three basic memory management operations, namely alloc, update and free. We performed a series of transactions on discrete 1024 B objects.

Table 4 lists the number of bytes PMDK and Anchor persist on average per object and operation to the logs. Anchor persists 2.2× more data on average in the secure logs for alloc and free operations. Both alloc and free involve only the redo log, whose entries for PMDK are 16 B and thus, even a small addition of the trusted counter value and size to ensure the integrity and freshness properties doubles their size. Note that as allocations and frees are performed via bitmap updates, they can be merged, thus, multiple allocations/frees in a transaction can be recorded in a single redo log entry. This factor is less remarkable in the update case where the object is snapshotted. More specifically, the increase in the required bytes for the secure undo log of Anchor is 3.2% on average and roots from the required metadata in the log entries. For each operation, Anchor inevitably appends manifest entries at the commit phase to keep track of the updated integrity signatures. Along with the user objects’ entries, metadata modifications need to be tracked in the manifest as well as entries indicating the transactions’ phase.
### 8.7 Recovery Overheads

We measure Anchor’s recovery time, which is affected by two factors: (i) populating the metadata index from the manifest (500k objects) and (ii) applying undo/redo logs. We assess the impact of the manifest and undo/redo logs sizes.

Table 5 and Table 6 show the required time to open a pool, scan the manifest, reconstruct the metadata index and perform the recovery, if needed. Table 5 highlights the effect of the manifest. As the manifest size grows, the same applies to the boot-up time. It is expected, since each entry must be verified, decrypted and checked against the expected counter value. In Table 6, we observe that the size of the logged objects has a negligible impact on the recovery time. Even with a relatively large (5 MiB) log, the recovery time is barely increasing. The reason is that the manifest scan, verification and metadata index restoration are dominating the boot-up.

### 8.8 Anchor’s Network Stack

Next, we evaluate the performance of Anchor’s Network Stack (NS). We use 6 different setups: (i) iperf [71], (ii) Anchor-NS outside SCONE w/o Encryption, (iii) Anchor-NS outside SCONE w/ Encryption, (iv) iperf in SCONE, (v) Anchor-NS w/o Encryption and (vi) Anchor-NS varying the data size per request. To simulate the behaviour of iperf in our implementation, we send requests with a payload of the given data size. At the server, we count the number of arriving requests in a certain timespan.

Figure 9 and 10 show Anchor’s NS throughput and latency. We notice that the encryption overhead depends on the payload size. The overhead is higher for smaller payloads. The same applies for the slowdown caused by SCONE. It is explained as each encryption induces a constant overhead, i.e., for the encryption of a message header and writing of the authentication tag. In the

---

Table 5. Boot-up time with varying manifest size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manifest size (MiB)</th>
<th>96</th>
<th>138</th>
<th>224</th>
<th>266</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recovery time (s)</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Recovery time w/ varying manifest & log size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manifest size (MiB)</th>
<th>138</th>
<th>224</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log size (MiB)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery time (s)</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Fig. 9. Network stack throughput with iperf.](image_url)

![Fig. 10. Network stack latency.](image_url)
native case iperf outperforms eRPC. However, the sockets approach is slower inside the enclave due to syscalls which justifies our choice for eRPC.

9 RELATED WORK

**Persistent memory.** PM systems are actively researched across several dimensions, such as file systems [32, 75, 82, 141], KV-stores [30, 76, 92, 140, 148], crash consistency & reliability [34, 110, 115, 146, 147, 149] and testing tools [28, 96–98]. In contrast to the prior work, our focus is on building a secure PM library. Securing durable PM against data permanence attacks has been the goal of several works [23, 24, 33, 95, 143, 145, 150, 151]. Unlike these systems, ANCHOR ensures data freshness, does not require explicit distinction between volatile and PM data, and can easily be adapted to work on existing platforms due to its intuitive programming model.

**Secure storage systems.** Building secure databases and storage systems in the cloud is crucial to avoid undesirable accesses to sensitive data. Several works pursue this goal for single-node [16, 18, 26, 41, 86, 104, 114, 128, 138] and distributed settings [25, 100, 112, 137] based on different TEEs-compatible designs. However, all these systems target traditional storage stacks with volatile memory and block-based persistent storage, while ANCHOR focuses on PM, which introduces its own, novel programming model.

**Secure I/O stack.** There exist several solutions for data transmission from TEEs over untrusted networks. Kernel based approaches suffer from high overheads of world-switches due to system calls [126]. Asynchronous system calls [22, 111] alleviate these overheads, but still require copying data to and from the trusted environments. Further works [104, 116, 125] target security challenges of one-sided RDMA. ANCHOR targets similar challenges for two-sided RDMA (RPCs) which has been shown to be the most effective for the design of storage systems [78–81].

On the storage front, while the modern shielded execution frameworks have employed direct I/O in the context of TEEs [25, 26, 104, 131, 132], they are incompatible with PM which mandates remote crash consistency. ANCHOR builds on the direct I/O mechanism, but ensures crash consistency for data written to remote PM devices.

**Remote PM access.** Recent research efforts aim to expand the RDMA interfaces for PM to include durability semantics; performance and crash consistency for remote operations [52, 53, 77, 84, 144]. ANCHOR’s secure network stack for PM is based on these advancements, where it adopts kernel-bypass networking to achieve performance by avoiding the prohibitive overheads of system calls and ensures crash consistency for remote PM accesses [125, 130].

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present ANCHOR, a secure persistent memory library. ANCHOR allows for building secure PM data management systems by offering a programming model similar to PMDK, while preserving crash consistency through its formally verified secure logging protocol. To achieve this, ANCHOR combines three, non-trivially compatible, recent hardware advancements; TEEs, PM, and kernel-bypass networking. ANCHOR leverages the TEE provided by Intel SGX and designs a PM management engine which builds on PMDK, enhanced with confidential and authenticated data structures. It further integrates a secure kernel-bypass network stack based on eRPC and a formally proven remote attestation protocol for trust establishment. Our evaluation using the YCSB workloads over PM indices shows that ANCHOR incurs reasonable overheads.
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